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JFSP FIRE SCIENCE EXCHANGE NETWORK 2023 ANNUAL REPORT

NORTHWEST FIRE SCIENCE CONSORTIUM
ACTIVITY IMPACT STATEMENTS

Multiple studies, assessments, and recent federal guidance have increasingly recognized Indigenous 
knowledge and fire stewardship, and the need to better bridge diverse knowledges in applying fire 
science to management. A deficiency of available resources, relationships, and capacities to do this 
work is often noted as one of the most prominent barriers. In a recent assessment of the Fire Science 
Exchange Network (FSEN), like most other exchanges, the NWFSC was evaluated as having a gap in 
addressing Indigenous knowledge. Over the last year, we have actively worked to address these identi-
fied needs by carefully building expanded relationships with northwest Tribes while compiling existing 
science on Indigenous stewardship. 

Fire and Fuels Monitoring Workshop for Northwest Tribes
In the spring of 2023, we collaborated with the Northern Rockies Fire Science Exchange Network 
(NRFSE), the Lake States Fire Science Consortium (LSFSC), the Northwest Region of Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA-NW), and USDA Forest Service Region 6 to design and host a fire and fuels monitoring 
workshop for BIA forestry employees. The workshop originated from a need expressed by BIA-NW for 
entry-level training in fire and fuels monitoring for their forestry personnel. The workshop applied a hy-
brid approach by: 1) adapting a digital fire and fuels monitoring curriculum designed by the LSFSC to 
the NW region, which we conducted live via Zoom, and 2) offering in-person field days to practice and 
expand on skills in two locations to accommodate participants across the region: Warm Springs Reser-
vation in central Oregon and Spokane Tribal Food Sovereignty Garden in northeast Washington. 

1 EXPANDING TRIBAL CONNECTIONS
Key fire science topics: Indigenous knowledge; Vegetation: Postfire recovery and 
management; Fuels management; Social science and human dimensions 

Societal Impacts: Conceptual, Connectivity, Capacity-building

Key fire science topics that NWFSC contributed to this year
The Northwest Fire Science Consortium (NWFSC) contributed to all the listed fire science topics during FY23. 
New journal articles and reports on each topic that were published throughout the year were added to our 
research database and highlighted in our monthly newsletter. Topics that were a key focus of a NWFSC-led 
deliverable (e.g., a research brief, synthesis, webinar, or workshop) during FY23 are noted in bold. 

1. Wildlife
2. Invasive plant species
3. Vegetation
4. Soil
5. Watershed processes

6. Postfire recovery and 
management
7. Fire behavior
8. Fire regimes
9. Fuels management
10. Prescribed fire

11. Smoke, air quality, 
and health
12. Wildland urban 
interface and 
infrastructure
13. Firefighter safety and 
incident management

14. Social science and 
human dimensions
15. Indigenous 
knowledge
16. Economic impacts

https://pubs.usgs.gov/publication/sir20225052
https://pubs.usgs.gov/publication/sir20225052
http://lakestatesfiresci.net/Fire&FuelsMonitoringWorkshop2021_06_01_21.html
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During a group-sharing exercise on the final day, participants expressed a variety of benefits from 
the workshop, from increased knowledge of and practice with basic monitoring protocols to greater 
awareness of how established monitoring protocols can be adapted to enhance Tribal objectives such 
as improved opportunities for traditional food and materials gathering.  

Literature synthesis on Indigenous Fire Stewardship (IFS) in the Pacific Northwest (PNW)
We identified, annotated, and synthesized available peer-re-
viewed literature and internet resources on IFS in the PNW 
through a systematic literature review focused on the follow-
ing questions:

1. What is Indigenous fire stewardship and how has it been 
represented in peer reviewed literature? 

2. What are the salient social issues, debates, and concerns 
regarding IFS and its application to restoration manage-
ment? 

3. What aspects of IFS has literature in fire ecology and 
ecological restoration included?

4. What does the literature say about the policy opportu-
nities and challenges of integrating IFS into various fire 
management contexts across the PNW?

The resulting synthesis includes an annotated bibliography 
with 66 articles and a review of the themes present in this 
body of literature including social, ecological, and policy 
aspects of IFS. It further summarizes recommendations for 
land management agencies, policymakers, and researchers to 
support IFS integration and revitalization. 

Inclusive governance
Finally, we have worked over the past year to further integrate Tribal representation and perspectives in 
our governance structure by holding several meetings to build relationships with the PNW Tribal Rela-
tions Specialist and the OSU College of Forestry’s Associate Dean for Inclusive Excellence and Director 
of Tribal Initiatives. As a result, they have committed to our management team and partner sensing 

Above: Participants during the field days for the BIA Fire and Fuels Monitoring Workshop in May, 2023. 
Left: Warm Springs Reservation, OR location. Photo courtesy of Tara Lehrman, BIA GIS Specialist. Right: Participants at Spokane Tribal 
Food Sovereignty Garden, WA location. Photo courtesy of Monique Wynecoop, BIA Fire Ecologist. 

Cover of synthesis on Indigenous Fire Stewardship in the 
Pacific Nortwest.

https://nwfirescience.org/our-products/indigenous-fire-stewardship-fire-management-and-ecological-restoration-pacific
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groups for FY24-25. We have also initiated discussions with the USGS NW Climate Adaptation Science 
Center, a new management team partner, about how they engage with Tribes and plan to build rela-
tionships with their Tribal Liaisons. In FY23, Oregon State University PI and Administrative Director EJ 
Davis was part of the initial planning committee for the Inter-Tribal Ecosystem Restoration Partnership 
Peer-to-Peer Learning Summit to be held in November 2023. Going forward, we will continue to focus 
on establishing relationships and mutual understanding with managers from the Northwest’s federally 
recognized Tribes and rights-holder organizations, as well as with Indigenous scientists, through intro-
ductions, site visits, presentations at meetings, and other forms of interaction facilitated by these part-
nerships, as detailed in our FY24-25 proposal. The successful implementation of the above efforts has 
led to increased connectivity (increased number and quality of our relationships, networks, and trust) 
and capacity-building (increased skills, expertise, and resources) around Indigenous knowledge, which 
will continue to guide our ongoing efforts.

Connecting short- and long-term objectives:
The activities and impacts described above contribute to diverse outcomes across all scales in our logic 
model. They contribute most prominently to: 
• Short-term outcomes #1 and #2 (Enhanced awareness and understanding of new research findings; 

enhanced decision-making skills and knowledge of options to implement in the field)
• Medium-term outcomes #7 and #8 (Managers are increasingly equipped to address fire-related 

issues at local and regional levels; Adopt and use new methods or apply improved technology)
• Long-term outcome #14 (Improved landscape resilience to disturbance) and #16 (Cross-boundary 

partnerships). 

As a result of this increased awareness and networks with Indigenous partners, we were able to devel-
op a new logic model for our FY24-25 proposal and plan of work that includes a new, more targeted 
long-term socio-environmental outcome: Mutual inclusion and respect for Indigenous knowledge 
and rights in research and management efforts (#18).

Similar to our work the past few years, we focused a number of our deliverables and outputs in FY23 on 
supporting cross-boundary and landscape-scale efforts for more resilient landscapes. We centered these 
activities around the themes of the Cohesive Strategy (resilient landscapes, fire-adapted communities, 
safe and effective wildfire response) and sought to initiate, sponsor, and help host events addressing 
progress on each theme.

For example:
• Collaborating with four other western exchanges, we completed a storymap: “Fire in the Western 

U.S.” The storymap, along with the accompanying LANDFIRE webinar we led, describes the “western 
fire problem” as both a shared set of issues across regions as well as the product of regional and, at 
times, local conditions. The storymap has received over 3,000 views since its release in March 2023. 

Key fire science topics: Postfire recovery and management; fuels management; fire 
behavior; prescribed fire; social science and human dimensions; wildland-urban interface and 
infrastructure

Societal Impacts: Conceptual, Connectivity, Capacity-building, Instrumental

2 CROSS-BOUNDARY RESILIENCY

https://nwfirescience.org/sites/default/files/2023-08/Logic Model_FY24 FY25.pdf
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/7476b32992b843a28fcf2f5c8effc96d
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/7476b32992b843a28fcf2f5c8effc96d
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• We co-hosted a webinar presenting four studies on the 
effectiveness of fuel treatments at the landscape scale in 
April 2023. The NWFSC created the flyer for the webinar 
(see right) and co-led the planning and facilitation of the 
webinar, which had 315 attendees and has garnered over 
400 views of the recording thus far.

• We sponsored events with numerous partners working at 
a variety of scales across the west, including: 
• 5th Annual Cohesive Strategy Workshop (11/2022);
• Oregon Post-Fire Research and Monitoring Sympo-

sium (2/2023). We are working with a USFS PNW 
Research station videographer to add the videos from 
this symposium as a resource tab to our website;

• Cross-Boundary Landscape Restoration Workshop 
(4/2023);

• 2023 Oregon Society of American Foresters Annual 
Meeting (6/2023). 

At each of these events we hosted exhibitor tables to share 
recent publications, networked with new partners, and grew 
our overall audience with new subscribers to our listserv 
(Connectivity impact).

In addition to sponsoring and networking at new events, we also broadened our efforts with key 
partners regarding our long-term objective of cross-boundary use of prescribed fire (Objective #12). 
We were invited to participate in a focus group with the WA Department of Natural Resources on 
communication and outreach barriers to prescribed fire across the state. This broader effort resulted in 
the 2023 Washington Prescribed Fire Barriers Assessment Report and Strategic Action Plan. We also 
attended quarterly steering meetings for the WA and OR prescribed fire councils and participated in 
both councils’ in-person meetings (2 days each) where we prepared presentations and led breakout 
groups. We have also started a new section in the OR Prescribed Fire Council’s newsletter on emerging 
prescribed fire science (Instrumental impact). 

Connecting short- and long-term objectives:
The activities and impacts described above contribute to short-term objectives of enhancing aware-
ness and understanding of new research findings (#1), increasing awareness of locally-relevant methods 
to prioritize management activities and determine the most effective treatments (#2), and increas-
ing awareness of the NWFSC (#4). Medium-term, we see that these efforts are resulting in increased 
communication and collaboration between practitioners and scientists (#5), and increased requests for 
NWFSC assistance and expertise (#10) around wildland fire science. Supporting managers in imple-
menting landscape-scale efforts also can directly contribute to long-term outcomes such as acceptance 
of cross-boundary use of prescribed fire when appropriate (#12) and cross-boundary partnerships (#16). 

Although our long-term objectives remain similar, the needs and feedback from partners during these 
efforts led to more precise and expansive wording of these objectives in our FY24-25 proposal’s new 
logic model. For example, the long-term objective of “Cross-boundary partnerships” is now “Increase 
in cross-boundary, science-informed management and partnerships.” These efforts also helped 
identify a new long-term guiding objective in our new logic model not articulated in the previous mod-
el: “Promote collaboration and co-learning that addresses inequities and sustains and conserves 
resilient social and ecosystems.” These nuances provide added clarity and structure to the long-term 
objectives we envision and work towards.

Effectiveness of fuel treatments 
at the landscape scale:
State of understanding and key research gaps
Maximizing the effectiveness of fuel treatments at the landscape scale is a key research and management 
need given the inability to treat all areas at risk from wildfire, and there is a growing body of scientific 
literature assessing this need. Join the Joint Fire Science Program Exchanges and the Rocky Mountain 
Research Station as scientists present their research and results on landscape-scale fuel treatment effec-
tiveness, followed by a panel discussion and Q&A. 

Wednesday April 5, 2023. 11a-12:30p MT

11am  Welcome

11:05-11:10  Introduction & Project Overview
  

     Presented by Terrie Jain

11:10-11:50   Results and Implications:

This is a joint event organized by the Northern Rockies Fire Science 
Network, Southern Rockies Fire Science Network, Great Basin Fire Science 

Exchange, Northwest Fire Science Consortium, Southwest Fire Science 
Consortium, and the Rocky Mountain Research Station.

Fuel treatment scenarios tested 
through simulation studies 
Presented by Jeff Ott

3

Quantifying forest wildfire hazard 
and fuel treatment effectiveness 
from stands to landscapes 
Presented by Sharon Hood

1

11:50-12:30   Panel Questions, Discussion, Q&A 

Register Event page

Lessons learned from wildland 
fire case studies
Presented by Ali Urza

4

Is there empirical evidence for 
landscape-level fuel treatment 
effectiveness? 
Presented by Shawn McKinney

2

This event is approved for 
1.5 Category 1 CFEs through 
Society of American Foresters

Above: Flyer for the “Effectivness of landscape fuel treat-
ments” webinar.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrSGbyFKpwo
http://cohesivestrategyworkshop.org/workshop-history/
file:https://www.climatehubs.usda.gov/hubs/northwest/events/oregon-post-fire-research-and-monitoring-symposium-day-1
file:https://www.climatehubs.usda.gov/hubs/northwest/events/oregon-post-fire-research-and-monitoring-symposium-day-1
https://sweri.org/cross-boundary-landscape-restoration-workshop/
https://forestry.org/2023-osaf-annual-meeting/
https://forestry.org/2023-osaf-annual-meeting/
https://nwfirescience.org/sites/default/files/2023-08/Logic Model_FY24 FY25.pdf
https://nwfirescience.org/sites/default/files/2023-08/Logic Model_FY24 FY25.pdf
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The environment for learning about, accessing, sharing, curating, and communicating wildland fire 
science has greatly changed in the last decade. The amount of new fire science published each month 
has increased, as have the number of partners working in the wildland fire space and funding sources 
across our region. Controversy and misinformation about fire and fuels management also have become 
more common. Our needs assessments have consistently highlighted the importance of efforts that 
can summarize, synthesize, and extrapolate new fire science into management implications. Over the 
last year, planning meetings with both our team and with partners have emphasized the need for new 
approaches to science engagement that can adapt to emerging issues, reach new players, and explain 
new efforts and programs. As a result, we are working with managers in new ways to help them com-
municate, and have also invested in updating our own science communication practices and platforms. 
Specific examples include:

New approaches: Certified Burn Manager Program fact sheets
Both Washington and Oregon have recently developed statewide Certified Burn Manager (CBM) Pro-
grams. These programs provide formal training and certification of individuals in the safe and effective 
use of prescribed fire within the state, and in certain instances can offer limited civil liability protections. 
Although there are many similarities between the CBM Programs of each state, there are also key 
differences. To help explain the objectives, processes, benefits, requirements, and restrictions of each 
program, we created fact sheets for each at the request of state managers. The OR CBM Program fact 
sheet is available and the WA fact sheet will be finalized shortly. The fact sheets can help interested 
parties access key information about the programs while increasing awareness of the programs more 
generally in our region. 

3 EVOLVING SCIENCE COMMUNICATION APPROACHES

Key fire science topics: Fuels management; Prescribed fire; All topics at a core 
communication effectiveness level 

Societal Impacts: Connectivity, Capacity-building

The Oregon CBM Program two certifications, one for pile burning and one 
for both pile and broadcast/understory burning. The CBM certification lasts 
for five years, with no costs for recertification. Those seeking historical recogni-
tion of CBM certification from another state or leadership of burns without CBM 
can: document prior experience and pass the CBM final exam or document 
existing certification such as a National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) 
qualified Type 2 Burn Boss (RXB2).

 
What are

the benefits?

Oregon’s Certified Burn Manager (CBM) 
Program provides formal training and certifica-
tion of individuals in the safe and effective use of 
prescribed fire within the state of Oregon. This 
program provides limited civil liability protection 
when certified individuals follow program criteria.

The CBM Program is for: private individuals, 
landowners, contractors, firefighters, students, and 
anyone interested in conducting prescribed burns. 

Access to classroom and field training in safe 
and effective prescribed burn leadership

Leadership certification recognized through-
out community of prescribed fire practitioners 
nationwide

Limited liability protection and access to  
the $5 million Prescribed Fire Claims Fund  
(available Summer 2024)

How it works:

24-hours of  
classroom training 
from an accredited CBM  

training provider + final exam

Protected
air quality

Reduced incidents  
of wildfire from  

escaped burn piles

Improved practices 
in planning +  

 implementing  
prescribed fireNavigation of  

regulatory and  
permitting processes

Increased equitable 
access to use of  
prescribed fire

Limited civil  
liability protection  

from damages

Training with a CBM
on prescribed burns 

using ODF-issued  
certification books

Payment of  
$50 fee 

and potentially other fees  
for any third party training

1

2

3

The CBM Program in Oregon provides:

 
What does the  

CBM Program in  
Oregon provide?

Oregon’s Legislature passed two bills making this 
program possible: In 2021, Senate Bill 762 required the 
Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) to establish CBM 
Programs which include requirements, standards, and 
procedures to obtain a CBM certification through ODF. 
In 2023, Senate Bill 80 provided CBMs access to the $5 
million Prescribed Fire Claims Fund.

Oregon Certified
Burn Manager
Program

Above:  The Oregon Certified Burn Manager Program fact sheet.

https://nwfirescience.org/sites/default/files/publications/CBM_OREGON.pdf
https://nwfirescience.org/sites/default/files/publications/CBM_OREGON.pdf
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Effective foundations: New website and best practices
In addition to offering new ways of presenting information, we sought to ensure that our core ap-
proaches and deliverable formats remained effective in an evolving fire science communications 
environment.  We moved our website to a new platform (Drupal 9) and capitalized on the need for 
back-end updates by also doing a front-end reorganization of site content based on feedback we’ve 
received in recent years. Our new website introduced several key changes: 

1. A modernized theme with better accessibility across mobile and desktop applications;
2. A central location for NWFSC-developed deliverables, outlined by type;
3. A research database of regionally relevant science with improved search functionality that we 

update with new resources and publications monthly; 
4. An easily accessible form for submitting fire science needs from any source at any time.

Although the new website only recently went live, we have received positive feedback from both reg-
ular and new users, as well as information requests from peers on how they might similarly reorganize 
their sites to improve functionality and accessibility.

To further adjust our approaches, we also created a series of best practices for common efforts we 
lead, including webinars, field tours, and written deliverables. These provide guidance on effective, 
accessible communication methods for our own team and partners.

Connecting short- and long-term objectives:
The statewide CBM Program fact sheets address several short- and medium-term objectives, and will 
contribute to long-term objectives of improved landscape resilience and reduced negative effects from 
wildfire by indirectly supporting increased capacity for prescribed fire implementation. Development 
of a new website and best practices contributes to short- and medium-term objectives of increased 
awareness of NWFSC (#4) and increased requests for NWFSC assistance and expertise (#12). These 
efforts do not focus on certain fire science topics but were created to ensure our communication about 
all topics and all the content we create is effective on a core level. Similarly, while it is difficult to attri-
bute this work to a single long-term objective, these efforts are addressing all our objectives by ensur-
ing that we are effective, adaptive, and relevant in the work we do. 

Above:  Screenshot of the new NWFSC website.


